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ABSTRACT

Z-pinch experiments with a hybrid configuration of a deuterium gas puff have been carried out on theHAWK (NRL,Washington, DC) andGIT-
12 (IHCE, Tomsk) pulsed power generators at 0.7 MA and 3 MA currents, respectively. On GIT-12, neutron yields reached an average value of
23 1012 neutrons, and deuterons were accelerated up to an energy of 30 MeV. This was 50 times the ion energy provided by the generator driving
voltage of 0.6 MV and the highest energy observed in z-pinches and dense plasma foci. To confirm these unique results independently on another
device, we performed several experimental campaigns on theHAWKgenerator. Comparison of the experiments onGIT-12 andHAWKhelped us to
understandwhich parameters are essential for optimized neutron production. Since theHAWKgenerator is of a similar pulsed power architecture as
GIT-12, the experiments on GIT-12 and HAWK are important for the study of how charged-particle acceleration scales with the current.

©2020Author(s). All article content, exceptwhere otherwisenoted, is licensedunder aCreativeCommonsAttribution (CCBY) license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5132845

I. INTRODUCTION

Z-pinches are known to be efficient sources of x-rays, neutrons,
and charged particles.1,2 As early as the 1950s, z-pinches were in-
vestigated as a potential route to thermonuclear fusion. The first
compressional z-pinches produced a large number of neutrons, which
were believed to originate from the D(d,n)3He fusion reaction.3–5

However, shortly afterward, plasma physicists found out that the
fusion neutrons were actually produced by a beam–target mechanism,
and the fraction of thermonuclear neutrons was negligible (experi-
mental evidence for a contribution from a thermonuclear mechanism
in deuterium z-pinches has been provided only recently6,7). The
conclusion that the neutrons were not of thermonuclear origin

implied that compressional z-pinches could not be used for energy
production.8 As a result, more complex schemes for magnetic con-
finement of plasmas, such as stellarators and tokamaks, were preferred
for controlled thermonuclear fusion research. Nevertheless, in the
following years, z-pinches remained attractive owing to their efficient
neutron production. Since then, with the aim of achieving even higher
neutron yields, various configurations based on the z-pinch effect have
been tested. Inparticular, a dense plasma focus (DPF)with a deuterium
filling has been optimized for a high neutron yield.9–12

DPFs demonstrated a very promising dependence of a neutron
yield per unit length of a plasma column on peak current as Yn/l} I4 up
to I � 1MA.13 Unfortunately, this favorable scaling law does not extend
above 1 MA. A successful experiment on the 2 MA DPF 6-1/2 plasma
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focus device at LANL in 197314 was not reproduced, and a “saturation”
of neutron yields between 1011 and 1012 was observed on the mega-
ampere plasma focus devices at Limeil,11 Frascati, Swierk, and Stutt-
gart.15One possible explanation of this saturation is the significant drop
in “pinch” current due to a low impedance of low-voltage megajoule
capacitive discharges.16 Other hypotheses have been based on problems
caused by inhomogeneous breakdowns or current losses at an insulator
during themainneutron emission inmega-ampereDPFs.17 Further, it is
questionable if optimal initial conditions of small- and medium-size
DPFs, e.g., a drive parameter,18,19 are valid at mega-ampere currents.20

In “standard” dense plasma foci, all phases are interconnected and it is
not easy to make independent changes to the conditions required for
optimal breakdown, rundown, and pinch phases. Taking all of the
above-mentioned facts into account, we decided to investigate deute-
rium gas-puff z-pinches on higher-impedance pulsed-power devices.
Deuteriumgas puffs possess the advantage of causing nodifficultieswith
an insulator, namely, with its conditioning before breakdown and early
re-strikes during the pinch phase. In addition, deuterium gas-puff
z-pinches enable the exploration of a broader range of initial condi-
tions than plasma foci can. On the other hand, the existence of more
options makes the search for optimal parameters to provide high
neutron yields a more challenging task.

To find the optimal parameters of a deuterium gas-puff z-pinch,
we have carried out experiments on the 3MAGIT-12 generator at the
Institute of High Current Electronics (IHCE) in Tomsk.21,22 In our
first experiments, we determined the optimal mass of deuterium
gas.20,23 Later, we wanted to improve the initial conditions by
forming a homogeneous, uniformly conducting layer at the beginning
of the high-voltage discharge. For this purpose, we used 48 cable guns
to inject an outer hollow cylindrical plasma shell around an inner gas
puff.24 Giuliani and Commisso in their review paper25 included this
configuration among hybrid gas puffs. In comparison with previous
deuterium gas-puff experiments at the same current, the maximum
neutron yield in our hybrid gas puff was increased by one order of
magnitude (with an average value of 2 3 1012 neutrons24,26), and
deuterons were accelerated up to an energy of 30 MeV.27 This is 50
times the ion energy provided by the generator driving voltage of
0.6 MV and the highest energy observed in z-pinches and dense
plasma foci (compare Ref. 27 and Refs. 28–30). The unprecedented
ion energies enabled us to use novel diagnostic techniques to obtain
comprehensive information about ions and to discuss various hy-
potheses regarding ion acceleration.31 In a recent paper,31 we have
presented a mechanism based on Trubnikov’s idea of the disruption
of a conduction current.32 Acceleration of charged particles by
current disruptions has often been observed in laboratory and space
plasmas (see Refs. 33–37 and references therein). However, there
could be miscellaneous causes of the current disruption in z-pinches
and dense plasma foci (implosion of necks,5,38–42 anomalous
resistivity,43–47 etc.). In our case, a significant current drop is at-
tributed to a transition from a low-impedance plasma to a space-
charge-limitedflow (or self-magnetic insulation) in a gap formed after
the ejection of plasmas from m � 0 constrictions. This behavior is
analogous to the main principle of plasma-filled diodes48–51 and may
also play an important role in dense plasma foci and x-pinches.2,52 On
GIT-12, we used our improved knowledge of the ion acceleration
mechanism to increase neutron yields above 1013 at a current of
2.7 MA with the help of a neutron-producing catcher.53

The experiments on the GIT-12 generator provided us with
several unique results. However, as in any important physical ex-
periment, it is highly desirable to confirm the results on another device.
For this purpose, we have performed experimental campaigns on the
HAWK generator at the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory in Wash-
ington. In this paper, we will present a comparison of the experiments
on GIT-12 and HAWK. The comparison of the experiments on GIT-
12 and HAWK has helped us to understand which parameters are
essential for optimized neutron production. The experiments on GIT-
12 andHAWK are also important for studies on how charged-particle
acceleration scales with current.

II. APPARATUS AND DIAGNOSTICS

A. Current generators

Both the GIT-1221 and HAWK54 machines are of a similar
pulsed power architecture. Their common characteristic feature is a
high inductance, namely, 110 nH on GIT-12 and 607 nH on HAWK,
which implies a relatively small influence of z-pinch loads on current
waveforms. The GIT-12 capacitors were charged to 50 kV and
stored a total energy of 2.6 MJ. In a microsecond regime, the current
reached a peak of about 4.7MAwith a current rise time of about 1.7 μs
in a short-circuit load. In our GIT-12 experiments, hybrid gas puffs
imploded onto the axis before the peak current at about 800 ns, when
the current reached 2.7MA. TheHAWK generator resembles a single
module of GIT-12. At an 80 kV charging voltage, HAWK stored an
energy of 0.22 MJ and delivered a 0.64 MV, 0.7 MA pulse to a load
within a 1.2 μs rise time.

B. Z-pinch loads

The optimized neutron production on GIT-12 was obtained
with a hybrid deuterium gas puff. In this configuration, an annular
deuterium gas puff of diameter 8 cm was surrounded by an outer
hollow cylindrical plasma shell of diameter 35 cm [see Fig. 1(a)]. The
main idea behind using the plasma shell was to form a homogeneous,
uniformly conducting current sheath at a large initial radius prior to
implosion (see our previous paper24 for more details). A hollow
cylindrical plasma shell consisting of hydrogen and carbon ions was
injected between the electrodes by 48 polyethylene cable guns. The
optimal linear mass of the plasma shell was about 5 μg/cm, whereas
the total linear mass of deuterium gas in single- or double-shell gas
puffs was about 100 μg/cm. The time delay between the gas valve
opening and the triggering of the generator was set to 300 μs. The
deuterium gas was injected from a concentric convergent–divergent
nozzle of throat width 1 mm. The nozzles were placed on the anode
side about 35 mm from the anode mesh. The anode–cathode gap
varied between 20 mm and 28 mm in most of the shots. Both the
anode and cathode were formed from stainless-steel mesh with a
transparency of about 70%. The mesh was made of 0.5 mm diameter
wires. Owing to multiple reflections of a fraction of the gas by the
mesh electrodes, the gas was spread out over a large area.31,55

The HAWK generator was used to drive a similar z-pinch
configuration. However, instead of polyethylene cable guns, three
Marshall guns were employed to inject a deuterium plasma shell
radially between coaxial electrodes. The anode and cathode diameters
were 10.5 cm and 17.3 cm, respectively. The time delay between the
triggering of theMarshall guns and the HAWK generator was usually
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set between 3.0 μs and 5.5 μs so that the arrival of the plasma at the
center of the space between the electrodes was detected by an axially
viewing interferometer between 1.5 μs and 4 μs, respectively, before
the beginning of the main Hawk current pulse.56 The total plasma
shell mass from the three guns was ∼1 μg/cm. As shown in Fig. 1(b),
the additional mass of neutral deuterium gas was puffed by an on-axis
valve of diameter 3.8 cm or 4.45 cm placed inside the central anode.57

In a recent experimental campaign with reproducible high neutron
yields, the mass per unit length was about 30 μg/cm (estimated by
matching measured implosion times to MHD simulations in shots
with the central gas puff only). Unlike the experimental setup onGIT-
12, there was no cathode mesh on HAWK. Therefore, the initial
parameters of the HAWK load might be considered as the radial
phase of dense plasma foci where the length of the imploding plasma
column is not fixed.58 In Fig. 1(c), we can see that the length of
radiating plasmas was about 4 cm. As well as the pinching plasmas,
Fig. 1(c) shows the x-rays produced by the interaction of relativistic
electrons with the anode. A detailed description of the experimental
setup is the subject of forthcoming papers.56,59

C. Diagnostics

The dynamics of deuterium gas puff z-pinches on HAWK and
GIT-12 were studied using various electrical, optical, x-ray, gamma,

ion, and neutron diagnostics.53,59 The results presented in this paper
were obtained by the following set of diagnostic tools.

First, electrical characteristics and the power input into the z-
pinch loads on GIT-12 and HAWK were monitored by high-voltage,
current, and dI/dt probes.

Second, the x-ray radiation on HAWK was recorded by a time-
integrated pinhole camera, with a stack of image plates as detectors.
The first image plate was unfiltered to detect soft x-rays above 1 keV.
This plate also served as a filter for the second image plate, which
recorded ≳10 keV hard x-rays.

Third, information about ion emission was obtained by a de-
tector placed on the axis [see Fig. 3(a)]. This detector simultaneously
measured the angular, spatial, and spectral properties of the ion
emission.31

Fourth, neutron energies and the emission time of fast neutrons
as well as high-energy (>1 MeV) photons were measured by neutron
time-of-flight (ToF) detectors in the radial and axial directions. On
GIT-12, four radial and one axial neutron ToF detectors were each
composed of a BC-408 fast plastic scintillator and a Hamamatsu
H1949-51 PMT assembly.60 On HAWK, three radial and one axial
neutron ToF detectors were each composed of a NE-111 plastic
scintillator and an Amperex PMT tube.61–63 The temporal resolution
of the neutron detectors was about 5 ns. The time of neutron pro-
duction was estimated from the nearest radial neutron detector,
whichwas placed as close to the neutron source as possible, namely, at
1.26 m on HAWK and 2.00 m on GIT-12. Neutron energy spectra
were determined mainly by the most distant radial detector, namely,
at 10.82monHAWKand 25.79monGIT-12. To prevent hard x-rays
from saturating the photomultipliers, the detectors were shieldedwith
between 5 cm and 20 cm of lead.

Fifth, neutron fluences were measured by activation counters.
On HAWK, two rhodium activation counters61,64,65 were used in the
radial and axial directions. On GIT-12, a silver activation counter was
used in the radial direction only. On GIT-12, we performed the post-
shot gamma spectroscopy of samples activated by neutrons with a
NaI:Tl scintillator detector and a high-purity Ge detector. Aluminum,
copper, indium, zirconium, and other samples were placed at various
directions and distances for neutron fluence measurements above
specific threshold energies.66

Finally, an RDS-31S gamma-radiation detector67 measured the
time evolution of the dose rate caused by 0.06–6 MeV photons at
distances of 0.35 m and 1.00 m from the center of the experimental
chamber on HAWK and GIT-12, respectively.

III. RESULTS

A. Z-pinch dynamics and neutron emission

The dynamics of deuterium gas-puff z-pinches have been
studied on GIT-12 since 2011. One of the first essential results was
that the highest neutron yields were achieved with a relatively low
mass of deuterium gas and with an outer hollow cylindrical plasma
shell injected at a large radius. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the low linear
density of a gas puff led to an early implosion at about 800 ns,
i.e., before the current reached its peak (it was not possible to match
the stagnation to the peak current, since the dimensions of the
vacuum chamber prevented the plasma shell from being moved any
further outward while maintaining the optimal mass). After im-
plosion, one 10–20 ns, >2 MeV high-energy bremsstrahlung pulse

FIG. 1. Schematics of experimental setups with hybrid deuterium gas puffs on (a)
GIT-12 and (b) HAWK. (c) Time-integrated x-ray pinhole image detected by an
unfiltered image plate in HAWK shot 5010.
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was produced and detected by our neutron ToF detectors placed
behind 20 cm of lead. A broad neutron energy spectrum and side-on
neutron energies up to 30 MeV were manifested in the broadening of
neutron ToF signals. Figure 2(b) shows how the neutron ToF signal
was shifted and broadened with increasing distance from the neutron
source, namely, at 2.00 m and 5.63 m. The average neutron yield was
2 3 1012 per shot.24

On HAWK, the optimal conditions had to be found. For that
purpose, we performed shots with various initial parameters of the
Marshall guns and the on-axis gas-puff valve. Similarly to GIT-12, the
highest neutron yields and the highest neutron energies were ob-
served in shots with a lower-mass on-axis gas puff surrounded by a
plasma shell. B-dot probes and time-resolved imaging have not yet
been used on HAWK. Therefore, we have not been able to measure
the influence of the plasma shell on the current layer and implosion
dynamics on HAWK directly. Nevertheless, when the Marshall guns
on HAWK injected the deuterium plasma shell radially between the
coaxial electrodes, themaximum insulator voltage could reach almost
800 kV (i.e., higher than the HAWK output voltage), and a relatively
high fraction of the generator energy was deposited into the z-pinch
load. Figure 2(c) shows shot 4999, where the Marshall guns were
triggered 5.5 μs before the HAWK generator. The low masses of

Marshall-gun plasmas and deuterium gas in shot 4999 led to the early
implosion, which occurred before the peak of the HAWK current at
800 ns. During the first dip in dI/dt, one 10 ns pulse of >1 MeV
bremsstrahlung radiation was detected. The neutron yield reached
(5.0 ± 2.0)3 1010. From the onset of the neutron signal at 1.3 m and
3.7m in Fig. 2(d), we estimated the highest energy of neutrons emitted
radially as 13MeV. Such energetic neutronswere produced by nuclear
reactions initiated by multi-MeV deuterons. Therefore, we charac-
terize the ion emission in Subsection III B.

B. Ion emission

The ion emission on GIT-12 was characterized using a variety of
ion diagnostics.27 One of themost useful diagnostic tools proved to be
an on-axis detector that simultaneouslymeasured the angular, spatial,
and spectral properties of ion emission.31,53 Therefore, we decided to
use this detector also onHAWK. The detector is shown schematically
in Fig. 3(a). The angular distribution of ion emission was measured
by a beam-profile detector consisting of large samples of radio-
chromic films and CR-39 detectors placed at about 10 cm and 20 cm
from the ion sources on GIT-12 and HAWK, respectively. The ef-
fective area of the detectors was reduced by a shieldingmask and three

FIG. 2. (a) Current and voltage waveforms and (b) radial neutron ToF signals at 2.00 m and 5.63 m in a hybrid deuterium gas puff z-pinch on GIT-12. Shot 2115, plasma shell on a
single-shell D2 gas puff, (2.7 ± 0.5)3 1012 neutrons. (c) Current and voltage waveforms and (d) radial neutron ToF signals at 1.29 m and 3.72 m in a hybrid deuterium gas-puff
z-pinch on HAWK. Shot 4999, on-axis D2 gas puff with plasma shell from Marshall guns, (5.0 ± 2.0)3 1010 neutrons. All signals were adjusted to account for different transit
times from each detector to the oscilloscopes. The ToF of photons and the electron transit time of the photomultiplier tubes were also included.
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cutouts. At the center of each cutout, there was a pinhole that pro-
vided the spatial distribution of the ion source. Three pinholes were
used to estimate ion emission anisotropy. The ion pinhole camera
used a stack consisting of absorbers, various radiochromic films, and
CR-39 solid-state nuclear track detectors. The ion energies detected
by the beam-profile detector and the pinhole cameras were calculated
using the SRIM code.68 The measurement by the beam-profile de-
tector will be described first.

1. Stripes in beam-profile images

The spatial profiles of our ion beams were measured by large
samples of radiochromic films and CR-39 detectors. The advantage of
CR-39 detectors is that they are practically insensitive to x-rays and
electrons. Since our z-pinch loads on HAWK and GIT-12 produced a
considerable number of electrons and bremsstrahlung photons, we
present the results detected by the CR-39 detectors in Fig. 3. In the
shots shown in Fig. 3, deuterons on GIT-12 and HAWK exceeded
energies of 27 MeV and 4.5 MeV, respectively. Usually, the beam
profile consisted of many radial lines distributed around the center of
the beam. On HAWK, individual radial lines were also present, but
sometimes they were less visible, as shown in Fig. 3(c). In most of the
shots, the detected ion emission was not fully axisymmetric, and the
radial lines formed the shape of a fan. Further details about the ion
emission were obtained with an ion pinhole camera, which will be
presented next.

2. Rings in ion pinhole images

Ion pinhole cameras were used to measure the spatial distri-
bution of ion sources. Since the ion emission in our experiments was
anisotropic, it was desirable to use a camera withmultiple pinholes. A
schematic of our three-pinhole camera used on GIT-12 is shown in
Fig. 3(a), and the results from GIT-12 and HAWK are displayed in
Fig. 4. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the pinhole images produced by
deuterons with energies >7.5 MeV and ≳1 MeV on GIT-12 and
HAWK, respectively. The characteristic feature of the pinhole images
onboth deviceswas the emission froma central spot and fromcircular
structures of a relatively large diameter. Explanation of the ring-like

structures in ion pinhole images has been the subject of our recent
research. In Ref. 69, we attributed the origin of a ring of a particular
diameter to the geometry of the electrodes and to the distribution of
the current density before current disruption. Whatever the expla-
nation is, at this point, we would like to show similarities and dif-
ferences between the pinhole images onHAWK andGIT-12 in Fig. 4.
The most visible difference between the devices is that there was a
shadow of squares in the emission on GIT-12. This shadow was
created by the cathode mesh. Otherwise, the pinhole images on GIT-
12 and HAWK exhibited very similar behavior. The position of the
central spot with respect to the circle varied, exhibiting a dependence
on the line of sight. The cathode mesh on GIT-12 helped us to
recognize that the central spot moved with the changing line of sight
faster than the position of the ring. For the ring, the emission intensity
varied strongly along the circle and depended on the position of the

FIG. 3. Measurement of ion-beam profile. (a) Schematic of the axial ion detector on GIT-12. (b) Image of the ion-beam profile on GIT-12 recorded at 10 cm by a CR-39 detector
behind a 1 mm aluminum-alloy (EN AW 2017) absorber, three HD-V2 films, 0.1 mm and 0.5 mm Al absorbers, and one 0.49 mm CR-39 detector on shot 1947. (c) Image of the
ion-beam profile on HAWK recorded at 20 cm by a CR-39 detector behind a 0.1 mm Al absorber on shot 4983. The detector darkness is proportional to the ion flux.

FIG. 4.Measurement of spatial distribution and emission anisotropy of ion sources.
(a) Images from a three-pinhole camera on GIT-12 (0.55 magnification and 0.26 mm
pinhole diameter) recorded by HD-V2 film behind a 20 μm Al absorber and two HD-
V2 films on shot 1947. Spatial scales correspond to the plane of the cathode mesh.
(b) Images from the three-pinhole camera onHAWK (0.25magnification and 0.4mm
pinhole diameter) recorded by the first HD-V2 film behind three different absorbers
(6 μm Kimfoil, 10 μm Al, 20 μm Al). Spatial scales correspond to the plane of the
anode end.
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pinhole. On HAWK, we observed a similar emission anisotropy,
taking into account the fact that the three pinhole images in Fig. 4(b)
display various deuteron energies around 1MeV. The pinhole images
produced by more energetic deuterons will be described next.

3. Individual spots at higher ion energies

The anisotropy of ion emission was nicely visible in the pinhole
images at higher ion energies. Figure 5 displays the pinhole images at
deuteron energies of >27 MeV and >7 MeV on GIT-12 and HAWK,
respectively. These energies are close to the endpoint energies on both
devices. In both cases, the ion pinhole images show that the most-
energetic ions were emitted from individual localized spots.

The number and position of detected individual ion sources
depended on the line of sight of the pinhole cameras. In our previous
paper,31 this was explained by the divergence of ion microbeams
emitted from localized sources distributed along the circle. The main
idea was that collimated emission from each localized source was
deflected by azimuthal magnetic and radial electric fields and
produced a radial line in the beam-profile detector (see Fig. 3). Then
each individual source would be detected by the pinhole camera if the
deflected beam hit a pinhole. As a result, the pinhole near the focus of
all deflected microbeams, e.g., the bottom right pinhole image in
Fig. 5(a), saw the largest number of localized ion sources. The off-axis
pinhole could detect sources that lay in the plane determined by the
pinhole and the z-pinch axis. Other sources could be seen only if the
initial microbeam divergence was sufficiently large.

The pinhole images in Figs. 4 and 5 show an abundance of
deuterons with energies above 1MeV. These deuterons could induce
nuclear reactions not only with (mostly stationary) target deuterons
inside the z-pinch, but also with other elements inside the experi-
mental chamber. The nuclear reactions producing non-DDneutrons
on GIT-12 were described by Cikhardt et al.66 Besides the neutron

production, the high-energy deuterons could also cause the acti-
vation of an experimental chamber, which will be presented in
Subsection III C.

C. Activation of experimental chambers

Activation monitoring has been used on HAWK and GIT-12 as
part of the personnel safety systems. The time evolution of the dose
rate due to photons in the range between 0.6MeV and 6MeV emitted
during the post-shot radioactive decay of the experimental hardware
was measured by an RDS-31S gamma-radiation detector.67 The
detector was placed in the radial direction at 0.35 m and 1.00 m from
the z-pinch onHAWKandGIT-12, respectively. The results from two
shots, i.e., one on GIT-12 and one on HAWK, are displayed in
Fig. 6(a). It can be seen that the dose rates after shots on HAWK and
GIT-12 decayed with the same temporal characteristics. Both curves
in Fig. 6(a) were fitted by multiple exponential decays with separate
half-lives and amplitudes. On GIT-12 and HAWK, the most sig-
nificant decay had a half-life of (2.20 ± 0.06) min (±2σ). This half-life
corresponds to the 28Al isotope, whichwas likely produced by nuclear
reactions of accelerated deuterons with aluminum material.
Figure 6(b) shows that the 27Al(d,p)28Al reaction (with a Q-value
of +5.5 MeV) has a relatively high cross-section of more than 10 mb
for 2 MeV deuterons. Since most of the ions in our experiments were
accelerated toward the axial ion diagnostics (as shown in Fig. 3), we
suppose that the 28Al isotope production came from the axial de-
tector’s cover layer, which was usually made of an aluminum alloy
(EN AW 2017). Here we should note that this aluminum cover was
also a source of fast neutrons, since the 27Al(d,p)28Al reaction is
accompanied by another reaction 27Al(d,n)28Si of comparable
probability66 and a positive Q-value of 9.361 MeV.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The preceding sections have presented the experimental results
from neutron, ion, and activation measurements on the GIT-12 and
HAWK generators. Performing the experiments on both devices was
important for three reasons. First, the unique results on GIT-12
needed to be confirmed in an independent experiment on another
machine. Second, a comparison of the HAWK and GIT-12 experi-
ments could reveal the parameters that are essential for high neutron
yields and optimized ion emission. Third, the experiments onHAWK
and GIT-12 might provide basic information about scaling of ion
acceleration with current, since the two generators have a different
peak current but are of a similar pulsed-power architecture. We will
discuss these three points in this section.

In our previous research, we showed that GIT-12 was able to
produce high neutron yields of 23 1012 within a 20 ns pulse at a 3MA
current.24 The efficient neutron production was explained by mag-
netization of MeV deuterons and acceleration of deuterons to high
energies. The ion energy distribution detected by the on-axis pinhole
camera seemed to be exponential with a certain cut-off energy.31 The
endpoint energy of neutrons and deuterons exceeded 30 MeV. This
was 50 times the ion energy provided by the generator driving voltage
of 0.6 MV and the highest energy observed in z-pinches and dense
plasma foci. Deuteron energies higher than those corresponding to
the generator output voltage were also confirmed in the HAWK
experiments. On HAWK at 0.7 MA currents and 0.64 MV driving
voltages, the maximum deuteron energies exceeded 8 MeV and the

FIG. 5. Measurement of spatial distribution and emission anisotropy of high-energy
ion sources. (a) Images from the three-pinhole camera on GIT-12 (0.59 magni-
fication and 0.45 mm pinhole diameter) recorded by EBT-3 film behind 30 μm and
470 μmAl absorbers, seven HD-V2 films, two EBT-3 films, and two 0.58 mmCR-39
detectors on shot 1830. Spatial scales correspond to the plane of the cathodemesh.
(b) Images from the three-pinhole camera on HAWK (0.25 magnification and
0.4 mm pinhole diameter) recorded by EBT-3 film behind three different absorbers
(6 μmKimfoil, 10 μmAl, 20 μmAl) and one HD-V2 film. Spatial scales correspond to
the plane of the anode end. Note: The EBT-3 films used on HAWK and GIT-12
originated from two different lots.
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neutron energies were up to 13 MeV. As shown in our previous
work,53 the HAWK neutron yield of 53 1010 was also well above the
scaling law derived from “standard” gas-puff z-pinches without the
use of plasma shells.

Considering the values mentioned above, there is an important
question of what initial conditions are necessary for efficient ion
acceleration and optimized neutron emission. The experiments on
both GIT-12 and HAWK demonstrated the importance of a plasma-
shell layer injected between the electrodes. The plasma layers were
injected at a large radius by Marshall guns on HAWK and by
polyethylene cables on GIT-12. The idea behind using the plasma
shell was to form a uniformly conducting layer at the initial phase of
the z-pinch implosion. An outer plasma shell was expected to
eliminate most of the problems associated with standard gas puffs
(inhomogeneous breakdown, etc.) and to minimize the mass left
behind the main implosion. Another important parameter was the
optimal mass (see also our previous work20). The highest neutron
yields and the most energetic ions on HAWK and GIT-12 were
produced with relatively low-mass gas puffs. Despite a large initial
radius of implosions, the stagnation in the optimal regime occurred
before the peak current [see Figs. 2(a) and 2(c)]. One could explain
the early stagnation by amicrosecond rise time of the currents. From
this point of view, we should note that stagnation before peak current
has been observed in the highest-yield shots on 100 ns generators,
namely, on the S-300 machine71 and on the Angara-5-1 generator.72

In all experiments mentioned above, the optimal mass was more
important than the matching of peak current with stagnation. This
indicates that the second essential parameter for optimized neutron
emission is a relatively low-mass gas-puff load. When we used the
optimal initial parameters of the plasma guns and the deuterium gas
puffs on HAWK and GIT-12, we observed similar behavior and
similar characteristic features. Both in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) and in
Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), we can see voltage peaks higher than 0.6 MV,
significant broadening of neutron ToF signals, high-energy
bremsstrahlung radiation, etc. As far as the ion emission is con-
cerned, the most characteristic features, namely, the stripes in Fig. 3
and the rings in Fig. 4, were observed on both GIT-12 and HAWK.
Last, but not least, we should mention that the unique results
mentioned above were obtained on generators with high impedance

and high inductance. The high inductance of the generators allowed
us to inject the plasma shell at a large radius and to disrupt the
current-carrying column along a relatively long length.53

The high impedances of GIT-12 andHAWKare given by similar
pulsed-power architectures. The similar architecture but different
peak currents of GIT-12 and HAWK could provide us with some
information about the scaling of charged-particle acceleration and
neutron production with current. The results from these unusually
high-inductance drivers could also be compared with results from
low-inductance machines at the same peak currents. In the literature
on dense plasma focus research, there are many discussions of ex-
perimental neutron measurements and neutron yield scaling.13,73–76

For deuterium gas-puff z-pinches, the neutron yield scaling can be
found in our previous work.53While the scaling of neutron yields has
always attracted a lot of attention, information about ion energy and
its scaling with current is rather sparse.77 Therefore, we present
several values obtained on HAWK and GIT-12 in Table I.

We do not, of course, draw conclusions on the scaling from two
values only. Nevertheless, it is evident that the ion energies do not
scale with current as fast as neutron yields do. In our previous work,
we explained the acceleration of 35 MeV deuterons on GIT-12 by the
increase in the z-pinch impedance with a sub-nanosecond e-folding
time.31 Calculating with >30 MV voltages and 2.6 MA currents at
stagnation, the transient impedance should be at least 10 Ω. At
0.6 MA “pinch” currents on HAWK, we observed deuteron energies
requiring a voltage of 8 MV. For the latter values, the impedance on
HAWK should also be above 10 Ω. This indicates that the peak z-
pinch impedance during ion acceleration does not depend so strongly
on current. Therefore, wemight assume, to a first approximation, that
the ion energies scale linearly with current.

The increase of deuteron energies with current has a serious
implication for neutron-yield scaling. The cross-section σdd of the
2H(d,n)3He fusion reaction depends on the deuteron energy Ed and
reaches its maximum at an incident deuteron energy of 2 MeV. The
efficiency of neutron production is related to the ratio σdd(Ed)/Ed,
which peaks at a relatively low deuteron energy of about 150 keV. In
our previous paper,24 we calculated that the average energy of the
deuterons producing DD fusion neutrons was 1 MeV at a current of
2.7 MA on GIT-12. Therefore, to optimize the neutron yield

FIG. 6. (a) Time evolution of a post-shot dose rate measured at 0.35 m and 1.00 m on HAWK (black line, shot 5008, 1.4 3 1010 neutrons) and GIT-12 (red line, shot 2131,
3.83 1012 neutrons). The sampling interval was 10 s. The time of the shots corresponds to t� 0 s. (b) Energy dependence of the 27Al(d,p)28Al reaction cross-section.70 The half-life
of the 28Al isotope is 2.25 min.
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associated with≳10MA z-pinches, it is quite likely that other effective
neutron-producing reactions or target arrangements53 also need to be
taken into consideration.
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